
Class-II 

BGS 

Revision question with answers: 

Lesson-I (Personal Diary) 

B/Q: 

1.Write down 5 lines about Myself. 

Ans:  

I am ________ 

I am a student. 

I am 8 years old. 

I study in class Two. 

My country is Bangladesh. 

 

Lesson-II(Our family) 

Answer the following questions:  

1.How many kinds of family are there? 

Ans:There are two kinds of family.They are: 

                                      1.Large family 

                                      2.Small family 

2.Who are the members of a small family?  

Ans:There are father,mother,one brother and one sister in a small family. 

3.What kind of family does Anika live in?  

Ans:Anika lives in a large family. 

4.What should we do to the youngers?  

Ans:We should love the youngers. 

Fill in the Blanks:  

1.We live in afamily. 

2.We shouldtake careof our family members. 

3.We must obey our parents and respect  elders. 



4.I live in a large/small family. 

5.We love each other in a family. 

B/Q: 

1.Who are the members of Anika’s family? 

Ans:Anika has father,mother,sister,brother,grandparents,uncle,aunt and one little cousine. 

 

Lesson-III(Duties in a family) 

A)Put tick mark for the correct answer: 

1.)I keep my dress at the _______. 

a)right place       b)wrong place 

2.I help mother at the ______. 

a)class room       b)dining room 

3.Rijon and Kanta take care of their_____. 

a)ducks,hens,chicks.      b)cats,dogs,toys. 

4.They collect and count the _____ 

a)eggs          b)hens 

5.I clean my room_______ 

a)room        b)yard 

ans:    1- a 

 2- b 

     3- a 

  4- a 

           5- a 

B)Fill in the blanks: 

1.I keep my dress at the right place. 

2.I help my mother at the dining table. 

3.I clean my room. 

4.Rijon and kanta live in a village. 

5.Rijon and kanta give food to their ducks. 



C)T/F: 

1.Rijon and kanta lives in a city.  

2.We keep our dress at the dining table. 

3.We clean our room. 

4.Rijon and kanta take care of their cows,cat and dogs. 

5.Rijon and Kanta clean their own yards. 

Ans: 

1.False 

2.False 

3.true 

4.false 

5.true 

D)One sentence answers: 

1.Where do we keep our dress? 

Ans:We keep our dress at the right place. 

2.Where do we help our mother? 

Ans:We help our mother at the dining table. 

3.What should we do in our room? 

Ans:We clean our rrom. 

4.Who live in a village? 

Ans:Rijon and KANTA LIVE IN A VILLAGE. 

5.WHO TAKE CARE OF THEIR DUCKS? 

ANS:RIJON AND KANTA. 


